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Game Coding CompleteParaglyph, 2003
Expertly presents, from start to finish, the process of programming commercially viable computer games! This is the kind of book that you won't let out of our sight. From page one, Mike McShaffry, a leading programmer for Origin Systems (Makers of Wing Commander and the Ultima series) and Microsoft (Bicycle Casino), shows you how to create and code...
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Perspectives on Spin GlassesCambridge University Press, 2012

	Presenting and developing the theory of spin glasses as a prototype for complex systems, this book is a rigorous and up-to-date introduction to their properties. The book combines a mathematical description with a physical insight of spin glass models. Topics covered include the physical origins of those models and their treatment with...
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Silk: Trade and Exchange along the Silk Roads between Rome and China in Antiquity (Ancient Textiles Series)Oxbow Books, 2017

	"Already in Greek and Roman antiquity a vibrant series of exchange relationships existed between the Mediterranean regions and China, including the Indian subcontinents along well-defined routes we call the Silk Roads. Among the many goods that found their way from East to West and vice versa were glass, wine, spices, metals like iron,...
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Facts and Fallacies of Software EngineeringAddison Wesley, 2002
The practice of building software is a “new kid on the block” technology. Though it may not seem this way for those who have been in the field for most of their careers, in the overall scheme of professions, software builders are relative “newbies.”

In the short history of the software field, a lot of facts have...
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New Moon (The Twilight Saga, Book 2)Little, Brown and Company, 2006
"Shoot," I muttered when the paper sliced my finger; I pulled   it out to examine the damage. A single drop of blood oozed from the tiny   cut.  It all happened very quickly then.  Edward threw himself at me, flinging me back across the table...  I tumbled down to the floor by the piano, with my arms thrown out   instinctively to catch...
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Windows Vista All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
9 books in 1—your key to Windows Vista survival!
    Your one-stop guide to new Vista features, video, music, networks, cool hardware, and more    

    Tame and tease Vista's new features with the expert advice in these handy minibooks. From gadgets to glass, desktops to downloads, backups to...
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Art and Design in PhotoshopFocal Press, 2008
Create a dazzling array of effects in Photoshop, from stencils to stained-glass windows, under the professional guidance of photomontage guru Steve Caplin     

       Fancy designing your own classic and contemporary movie posters, books and magazine covers?

Feel like turning your photographs into works by Turner, Matisse and...
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Catastrophe Disentanglement : Getting Software Projects Back on TrackAddison Wesley, 2006
“There are many books available on software risks and software failures. There are very few books that provide step-by-step information on getting troubled software projects back on track. This book provides detailed guidelines for software project recovery. Some of the steps the author recommends may be unpleasant,...
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Intelligent Document Capture with EphesoftPackt Publishing, 2012


	In my recent e-book #OccupyIT: A Technology Manifesto for the Cloud, Mobile,

	and Social Era (http://www.aiim.org/occupyIT), I talk about the revolutionary

	changes that are impacting how we make enterprise technology decisions.





	On the one hand, we have "the business," awed and impressed by the changes and...
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Algorithmic Information Theory: Mathematics of Digital Information Processing (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2006
This book deals with information processing; so it is far from being a book on information theory (which would be built on description and estimation). The reader will be shown the horse, but not the saddle. At any rate, at the very beginning, there was a series of lectures on “Information theory, through the looking-glass of an...
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Manufacturing Processes for Advanced CompositesElsevier Limited, 2004


	This book deals is intended for anyone wishing to learn more about the

	materials and manufacturing processes used to fabricate and assemble

	advanced composites. Although advanced composites can mean many

	different types of fibers in either polymer, metal or ceramic matrices, this

	book deals with the three main fibers (glass,...
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The Annotated Build-It-Yourself Science Laboratory: Build Over 200 Pieces of Science Equipment! (Make)Maker Media, Inc, 2015

	In this book, you will learn how to make some amazing things: a carbon arc furnace, cloud chamber, mechanical stroboscope, radiometer, optical micrometer, electromagnet, microtome, spectroscope, and so many others. You will blow glass, catch bugs, and cut the ends off of power cords. You will learn how acids and alkalis taste, what lands of...
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